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In order to make the new air duct structure trajectory correction projectile have good dynamic correction control effect, the
control strategy of the projectile’s correction mechanism is studied in this paper. A design method of trajectory correction
control strategy based on particle swarm optimization-cuckoo search (PSO-CS) hybrid algorithm is proposed to obtain the
optimal control parameters that can make the projectile flight stable and correct accurately. Firstly, the mathematical model of
the air duct structure projectile is established. Secondly, the multiobjective optimization problem is analyzed. The projectile’s
correction control strategy optimization model is established by taking the start control time, the number of corrections, the
correction working time, and the interval time as the control variables. The optimization model innovatively considers the
influence of the correction action on the flight stability of the projectile and the influence of the start control time on the
correction range. Finally, the PSO-CS hybrid algorithm is used to design the calculation method of the optimization model and
solve the optimal correction working parameters. The simulation results indicate that the control strategy optimization model
can be solved by the proposed calculation method. Moreover, optimal correction working parameters of the correction
mechanism in the current state can be obtained. Compared with the results of using single PSO algorithm and CS algorithm,
the correction scheme calculated by PSO-CS hybrid optimization algorithm is better. This correction control scheme can
effectively reduce the impact point deviation and make the projectile flight stable. At the same time, the circular error probable
(CEP) of the projectile after correction is reduced from 42.3m to 4.6m while the impact point dispersion is lowered. The
research results show that the design method of correction control strategy proposed in this paper is effective for trajectory
correction of the new air duct structure projectile.

1. Introduction

Modern warfare places increasing demands on the firing
accuracy of weapons. In the process of firing and flying, con-
ventional projectiles have low hitting accuracy due to the
influence of various disturbances. The trajectory correction
projectile is based on the conventional projectile with the
addition of the correction mechanism. The correction mech-
anism can perform the corrective action based on the devia-
tion between the projectile and the ideal trajectory in flight.
Consequently, the projectile’s aerodynamic force and
moment are altered to achieve trajectory correction. The tra-
jectory correction projectile can improve operational effec-

tiveness and reduce collateral damage, meeting the
requirements of a high cost-effectiveness ratio in modern
warfare. Therefore, in recent years, trajectory correction
technology has been one of the key research directions in
intelligent ammunition.

The commonly used correction mechanisms for existing
trajectory correction projectiles are umbrella resistance cor-
rection fuses, pulse detonation engines, and fixed canards.
The umbrella resistance correction fuse can only achieve
one-dimensional motion direction correction of the projec-
tile. The pulse detonation engine and fixed canard correct
the projectile in the two-dimensional motion direction.
The pulse detonation engine is mainly used for mortars to
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initiate the explosive device. However, the safety of the pulse
detonation engine is poor. The correction technology of the
fixed canard, such as the Precision Guidance Kit (PGK), is
relatively difficult [1–4]. This method achieves trajectory
correction by reducing the rotation speed of the rudder
and controlling the canard roll angle. However, the aerody-
namic control force and moment generated by the fixed
canards at the front end of the projectile can change the
flight attitude (angle-of-attack). This, in turn, can affect the
flight stability of the projectile [5–7].

In aerodynamic control methods of the trajectory cor-
rection projectile, the ram air control method takes the
oncoming high-speed airflow during the projectile flight as
the correction power source. The airflow impulse is used to
correct the flight direction of the projectile. Few types of
research and applications can be found regarding the
research of trajectory correction projectiles using this correc-
tion method. Public information shows that Chandgadkar
et al. [8] applied the ram air control mechanism to a fin-
stabilized penetrator projectile. The results indicate that this
correction mechanism can provide sufficient control force
and reduce the dispersion of a direct-fire projectile.

In reference [9], we proposed an innovative correction
scheme based on [8] with the controllable air duct structure
for spin-stabilized projectiles. The projectile structure of this
scheme adds internal air ducts based on the original conven-
tional spinning projectile. The oncoming airflow is intro-
duced from the air inlet to the middle of the projectile,
while the air exit ports are arranged near the mass center.
As the projectile rotates, the oncoming airflow entering
internal air ducts can be derived through multiple air outlets.
The outlet direction of the airflow is controlled by control-
ling the working state of the internal air valve, i.e., the cor-
rection direction is controlled. Thus, a 2D trajectory
correction of the projectile can be achieved [10]. This correc-
tion scheme is relatively simple and safe. In this paper, the
control strategy of the correction control system for the
new spin-stabilized projectile with air duct structure is
designed based on [9]. Lastly, a specific optimization method
for correcting control parameters is proposed.

The projectile correction control system’s design is the
key to achieving trajectory correction and flight stability.
Burchett and Costello [11] investigated using a small num-
ber of short-duration lateral pulses acting as a control mech-
anism to reduce the impact point dispersion of a direct-fire
rocket. A unique control law is investigated that combines
model predictive control and linear projectile theory for lat-
eral pulse jet control. Cao et al. [12] presented an optimiza-
tion strategy of firing phase angle control for an impulsive
correction projectile that can minimize the number of pulse
jets required to correct the residual trajectory deviation.
Based on the study of impulsive correction projectile, Gao
et al. [13] proposed an optimal control strategy for the firing
control of the impulse thruster. The strategy considers the
difference of longitudinal and horizontal correction effi-
ciency, firing delay, roll rate, and flight stability. Inspired
by the above literature, we propose a design method of cor-
rection control strategy suitable for the correction mecha-
nism of the new air duct structure projectile. The optimal

correction scheme is calculated to realize projectile trajectory
correction and stable flight.

In recent years, intelligent algorithms have been applied
to research aircraft control systems. Burchett [14] used a
genetic algorithm to optimize the design variables of the
rocket pulse jet controller. Gui et al. [15] proposed a new
parameter optimization design method using an improved
particle swarm optimization algorithm to solve a class of
reaction control system problems for maneuverable reentry
vehicles. It can be seen that the intelligent algorithms show
a good optimization calculation effect.

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a random optimi-
zation method based on swarm intelligence [16]. This type
of optimization is characterized by the advantages such as
simple principle, low number of parameters, and global opti-
mization. It has been widely used inmany different fields, such
as optimizing model parameters [17], processing feature selec-
tion problems [18], and solving multimodal optimization
problems [19]. The PSO algorithm shows good optimization
ability while solving complex optimization problems.

Furthermore, the PSO has been widely used in the opti-
mal design calculation of projectile correction control
parameters. Yang et al. [20] proposed a new approach to
the fuel-optimal impulsive control problem of the guided
projectile using an improved PSO technique. The appropri-
ate impulse time, impulse action angle, and working impulse
number can be calculated to minimize the pulse energy con-
sumption. Sun et al. and Yang et al. [21, 22] presented a new
parametric optimization approach based on a modified PSO
algorithm for the control system of an impulsive-correction
projectile. By using this method, the optimal number of
impulses and the impulse interval time can be obtained to
minimize the trajectory deviation.

However, the conventional PSO algorithm can easily fall
into the local optimum. Researchers have proposed several
improvement methods to improve the performance of this
algorithm [23, 24]. Cuckoo search (CS) is a mathematical
optimization algorithm inspired by the nesting and parasitic
reproduction behaviors of some cuckoo species and the Lévy
flight behavior of some fruit flies and birds [25, 26]. It has
been successfully applied to solve various optimization prob-
lems because of its few parameters and easy implementation
[27, 28]. The CS algorithm uses Lévy flight to generate a new
solution. The randomness of Lévy flight makes the search pro-
cess spread throughout the whole search space, which makes
the global search ability of the algorithm stronger. The CS
algorithm, a relatively new metaheuristic search algorithm,
has been extensively studied and discussed on the fusion and
improvement with the PSO algorithm [29, 30].

At present, the PSO algorithm is mainly used to optimize
the control strategy design of the existing trajectory correc-
tion projectile [20–22]. However, the fusion of the PSO
and CS algorithms can make up for the shortcomings of
their respective algorithms and improve the calculation
accuracy. In this paper, we innovatively use the PSO-CS
hybrid optimization algorithm to solve the optimization
problem of the projectile correction control strategy and
propose an optimization design method of the correction
control parameters suitable for the air duct structure
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projectile. Through simulation and comparison, it is shown
that the correction scheme calculated by the PSO-CS algo-
rithm is better than the single algorithm.

At the same time, it can be seen from the above literature
that fewer design variables have to be considered in the opti-
mal design of impulsive correction projectile control param-
eters. Due to the different correction principles, the existing
control parameter optimization methods of impulsive cor-
rection projectile cannot be fully applied to the control
parameter design of the new air duct structure projectile.

The correction force is affected by the oncoming airflow
velocity and flight time during the correction of the spin-
stabilized projectile with air duct structure. At the same time,
parameters such as the start control time, number of correc-
tions, correction working time, and interval time also
directly affect the final trajectory correction effect. By con-
trolling and optimizing the correction parameters [31, 32],
the formed correction force can be mainly used to achieve
projectile translation in a two-dimensional direction. Thus,
a large overturn moment can be avoided while achieving
the optimal correction effect. Consequently, the projectile
still has good flight stability in the correction section.

The relationship between projectile flight aerodynamic
parameters and correction working parameters was deduced
in [9]. Under the condition of stable flight, the range of the
correction action’s working time and interval time was stud-
ied. However, the correction control parameters were not
optimized. In this paper, we further study the correction
control strategy applicable to the new air duct structure pro-
jectile based on [9] and the optimization design method of
the control parameters.

The contributions of this paper are twofold.

(1) An optimization model of trajectory correction con-
trol strategy suitable for a new air duct structure pro-
jectile is proposed. The model considers the
influence of the correction action on the flight stabil-
ity of the projectile and the influence of the start con-
trol time on the correction range. The optimal
correction working mode that minimizes the impact
point deviation and the total number of corrections
and optimizes the start control time can be obtained

(2) A model calculation method based on the PSO-CS
hybrid algorithm is proposed to solve the optimiza-
tion model of the control strategy and determine
the optimal correction working parameters of the
projectile correction mechanism

In this paper, the correction principle of the new air duct
structure projectile is analyzed, and the mathematical model
of the projectile is established. Then, the optimization model
for the trajectory correction control strategy is established by
taking the start control time, number of corrections, correc-
tion working time, and interval time as the correction con-
trol variables. Furthermore, the PSO-CS hybrid algorithm
is used to design the calculation method of the optimization
model and solve the optimal working parameters of the
correction mechanism. Finally, the model is simulated and

calculated by the PSO-CS hybrid algorithm. The validity of
the proposed optimization design method of control strategy
for trajectory correction of the projectile is verified by using
the calculated optimal correction working parameters to sim-
ulate the trajectory impact point of the controlled projectile.

2. Air Duct Structure Projectile
Mathematical Model

2.1. Correction Principle of the Projectile. The shape structure
of a spin-stabilized trajectory correction projectile with the
air duct structure in the uncorrected configuration is shown
in Figure 1. The aerodynamic shape of the projectile is
almost the same as the conventional projectile shape. The
external shape and internal air duct structure of the projec-
tile in the corrected configuration are shown in Figure 2.
The air ducts are composed of a single inlet and three outlets
evenly distributed along the circumference (air outlets I, II,
and III are shown in Figure 2). When the air duct structure
projectile enters the correction state, the false cap at the front
end of the projectile is unlocked, and the air inlet is opened.
The oncoming airflow is introduced from the air inlet to the
air valve in the middle of the projectile. A corresponding air-
flow channel is present inside the air valve.

The projectile control system determines the correct direc-
tion according to the current position relative to the ideal tra-
jectory and obtains the trajectory deviation value from the
trajectory deviation solving system. Secondly, the control sys-
tem generates the optimal control strategy according to the
current flight state and guides the internal air valve correction
mechanism to start the corrective action. By reasonably con-
trolling the rotation speed of the air valve, the internal and
external air ducts can flow air in the correction direction as
the projectile rotates. Lastly, a two-dimensional impulse with
a fixed direction is formed to provide the control force and
the moment required for trajectory correction.

2.2. Mathematical Model of the Projectile. The lateral aerody-
namic correction force Fp of the new air duct structure pro-
jectile is generated by the oncoming airflow, which is
affected by the changes in the airflow rate. According to
the momentum theorem, the air jet impulse Ip at the exit
port can be expressed as follows:

Ip = Fp ⋅ Δt =mair ⋅ vair, ð1Þ

where mair is the air mass flowing out of the exit port during
the correction time Δt and vair is the airflow rate at the exit
port. The correction force Fp can be expressed as follows:

Fp =mair ⋅ _vair =
ðΔt
0
qmdt ⋅ _vair, ð2Þ

qm = ρ ⋅ qv = ρ ⋅ vair ⋅ A = ρ ⋅ vair ⋅
π

4 d
2, ð3Þ

where ρ is the air density, qm is the mass flow, qv is the flow
rate, A is the cross-sectional area of the duct, and d is the
inlet diameter.
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2.2.1. Dynamic Equation of the Projectile. Relevant coordi-
nate frames of the new air duct structure projectile are estab-
lished [33–35]. The velocity coordinate frame is used as a
reference to study the projectile mass center motion and cal-
culate aerodynamics. The axis coordinate frame is used as a
reference to study the projectile motion around the mass
center and calculate the moment. The ground coordinate
frame is used as a reference to describe the flight trajectory
of the projectile. The velocity coordinate frame Ox2y2z2, axis
coordinate frame Oξηζ, and ground coordinate frame O1
xEyEzE are shown in Figure 2.

In the uncorrected configuration, the projectile in flight
is affected by the gravity, drag, lift, Magnus force, damping
moment, equatorial damping moment, pitching moment,
Magnus moment, and gyroscopic moment. In the corrected
configuration, the new air duct structure projectile is addi-
tionally affected by the lateral aerodynamic correction force
Fp and the correction moment Mp based on the stable flight.
The translational kinematic equation and dynamic rota-
tional equation of the projectile in the corrected configura-
tion are given by

dv
dt

=
Fx2 + Fpx2

m
,

dθa
dt

=
Fy2 + Fpy2
mv cos ψ2

,

dψ2
dt

=
Fz2 + Fpz2

mv
,

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

dωξ

dt
=
Mξ +Mpξ

J
,

dωη

dt
=
Mη +Mpη

I
−
Jωξωζ

I
+ ω2

ζ tan φ2,

dωζ

dt
=
Mζ +Mpζ

I
+

Jωξωη

I
− ωηωζ tan φ2,

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð5Þ

where m is the projectile quality; v is the flight velocity; Fx2,
Fy2, and Fz2 are components of the aerodynamic force of the
projectile on each axis in the velocity coordinate before the
correction; and Fpx2, Fpy2, and Fpz2 represent correction
force components in the velocity coordinate. Parameters θa
and ψ2 represent elevation angle and velocity azimuth angle,
respectively; Mξ, Mη, and Mζ are the moment components
on each axis within the axis coordinate before the correction;
and Mpξ, Mpη, and Mpζ represent correction moment com-
ponents in the axis coordinate. Parameters ωξ, ωη, and ωζ

are the rotational angular velocities of the projectile on each
axis, J and I represent the axial and equatorial moments of
inertia, respectively, and φ2 is the axis azimuth angle.

2.2.2. Angle-of-Attack Equation of the Projectile. According
to Equations (4) and (5), the corresponding force and
moment expressions [9] are substituted, and the variation
equation of the complex angle-of-attack of the projectile
with arc length in the corrected configuration can be
obtained as follows:

Δ″ + H − iPð ÞΔ′ − M + iPTð ÞΔ

= −
€θ

v2
− kzz − iPð Þ

_θ

v
− i ⋅

Mpη + iMpζ

Iv2
+

Fpy2
+ iFpz2
mv2

⋅ iP − kzz − bx −
g sin θ

v2

� �
:

ð6Þ

The related parameters are shown in

H = kzz + by − bx −
g sin θ

v2
,

P = J _γ
Iv

,

M = kz ,

T = by −
I
J

� �
ky,

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

ð7Þ

where θ is the trajectory inclination angle, _γ is the angular
velocity, bx and by are the relevant parameters of the drag
coefficient and lift coefficient, respectively, and ky, kz , and
kzz are the relevant parameters of the Magnus moment coef-
ficient, pitching moment coefficient, and equatorial damping
moment coefficient, respectively.

The homogeneous solution of the angle-of-attack equa-
tion represents angular motion under the initial condition.
The instantaneous state after correction is taken as the initial

False capProjectile body 

Figure 1: Projectile structure schematic for the uncorrected
configuration.
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Figure 2: Projectile structure schematic for the corrected
configuration and projectile’s position definition.
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condition. The homogeneous solution is obtained as follows:

Δ = C1e
λ1+iω1ð Þs + C2e

λ2+iω2ð Þs: ð8Þ

According to the homogeneous solution of the angle-of-
attack equation, the projectile’s motion is represented by a
complex motion of two vectors. Here, C1 and C2 are com-
plex undetermined constants determined by initial condi-
tions, λ1 and λ2 are the damping indexes, and ω1 and ω2
are modal frequencies.

2.2.3. Flight Motion Equation of the Projectile. When the
control system performs trajectory simulation and predicts
the impact point position, the 4-DOF model of the air duct
structure projectile is used for calculation. The changes in
displacement, velocity, and angular velocity of the projectile
are studied within the ground coordinate frame O1xEyEzE.
The 4-DOF equation is shown in

dvx
dt

=
Rxvx

+ Ryvx
+ Rzvx

+ Fpvx

m
+ gx,

dvy
dt

=
Rxvy

+ Ryvy
+ Rzvy

+ Fpvy

m
+ gy,

dvz
dt

=
Rxvz

+ Ryvz
+ Rzvz

+ Fpvz

m
+ gz ,

dx
dt

= vx,

dy
dt

= vy ,

dz
dt

= vz ,

d _γ
dt

= −kxz ⋅ vr ⋅ _γ,

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð9Þ

where x, y, and z represent the projectile’s position in the
ground coordinate frame; Rx, Ry , Rz , and g represent the
drag, lift, Magnus force, and gravitational acceleration; and
kxz is the relevant parameter of the damping moment
coefficient.

If the effect of wind disturbance is accounted for, the
absolute velocity v of the projectile can be regarded as the
vector sum of the velocity vr relative to the air stream and
the wind velocity W, i.e., v = vr +W.

vr =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
vx −Wxð Þ2 + v2y + vz −Wzð Þ2

q
: ð10Þ

3. Optimization Model Design of the Correction
Control Strategy

3.1. The Process of Trajectory Correction Control. During the
flight of the air duct structure projectile, the controller
detects the projectile’s real-time position and attitude infor-
mation through GPS and geomagnetic sensors. The received
data is processed by the DSP. Then, the trajectory model is
used to calculate and simulate the actual flight trajectory of

the projectile and the impact point position in the uncon-
trolled state. The trajectory deviation value E can be calcu-
lated by the comparison with the preset standard trajectory
and target position, as shown in Figure 3. Here, RT is the tar-
get vector, and RC is the predicted impact point position vec-
tor, E = RC − RT .

It is assumed that parameter ΔEa0 represents the projec-
tile’s allowable impact point deviation value. Then, a circle is
drawn with the target position as the center and the radius
ΔEa0 = ɛ0. When the impact point deviation value is higher
than the allowable value ɛ0 set by the system, the impact
point of the projectile in the uncontrolled state is outside
the circle. Then, the deviation signal is converted into a
design start signal for the trajectory correction control strat-
egy. This moment is set to ta0. The projectile is not corrected
if the impact point deviation value is within the threshold
range. The control system performs calculations according
to the optimization model of the correction strategy, forms
an optimal control scheme, determines the corrected work-
ing parameters of the air valve, and obtains the control
command.

When the calculated optimal start control time ta is
reached, the false cap at the front end of the projectile is
unlocked, and the projectile starts to enter the corrected
working state. If the flight does not reach the start control
time ta, the flight motion equation is updated, and the con-
trol scheme is recalculated. The optimal correction control
strategy calculated by the algorithm is used to guide the
work of the air valve and control the projectile to fly to the
target and achieve trajectory correction. The control system
working process of the air duct structure projectile is shown
in Figure 4.

3.2. Optimization Model of the Correction Control Strategy.
The air duct structure projectile can be corrected several
times through the air valve work in the corrected state. In
this paper, an optimization model of trajectory correction
control strategy is established by analyzing the multiobjec-
tive optimization problem. According to the flight motion
equation of the projectile, the combination of correction
parameters that minimize the objective function is calculated
to form the optimal correction control strategy. Thus, the
projectile can be guided to gradually fly to the target through
multiple corrections and achieve the optimal control effect.

3.2.1. Objective Function and Design Variables. The main
control goal is to reduce the deviation between the impact
point position of the projectile and the target through multi-
ple corrections. However, according to Equation (6), the lat-
eral jet’s correction action changes the projectile’s flight
angle-of-attack. In other words, each correction may affect
the flight stability of the projectile. Hence, the number of
corrections should not be excessive. At the same time, con-
sidering the influence of algorithm calculation time on the
real-time performance of the correction, the correction strat-
egy adopts a one-time decision. The correction feedback is
not done in real time after the starting control. However,
wind disturbance and other factors may cause new trajectory
deviation. The interval between the start control time and
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the design start moment of the correction strategy is condu-
cive to the accumulation of various system errors. Therefore,
it is necessary to consider the setting of the start control time
ta to make the correction range as large as possible. Thus,
the correction ability of the projectile can be fully used.

In this paper, the multiobjective optimization method is
used to design the trajectory correction control strategy of
the air duct structure projectile. The strategy designed by
this method ensures that the impact point deviation of the
projectile is as small as possible, the number of corrections
is least, and the start control time is the latest, i.e., the cumu-
lative trajectory deviation corresponding to the start control

time is the largest. This forms a multiobjective optimization
problem with the impact point deviation ΔE, the number of
corrections n, and the trajectory deviation ΔP corresponding
to the ta time as the optimization target.

However, increasing the number of corrections can
improve the correction accuracy of the projectile, but it also
increases the adverse effect on flight stability. The later the
start control time is, the greater the cumulative trajectory
deviation. To a certain extent, this increases the number of
corrections and the impact point deviation. The weighted
sum of each objective is performed and transformed into a
function f to coordinate the contradictions of the three opti-
mization objectives.

The objective function f can be written as

min f = k1 ⋅
n

nmax
+ k2 ⋅

ΔE
ΔEa0

+ k3 ⋅
ΔEa0
ΔP

, ð11Þ

where nmax is the maximum number of corrections that the
projectile can make, ΔE is the deviation between the impact
point of the projectile and the target after correction, ΔP
indicates the magnitude of the trajectory deviation corre-
sponding to the start control time, and k represents the pro-
portional factor of different objectives in the optimization
algorithm (k is a positive value). min f is the minimum
value that solves for the linear combination of the three opti-
mization objectives.

It is assumed that the position coordinate of the target is
ðxtarget, ztargetÞ. At the moment ta, the position coordinate of
the projectile in the standard trajectory is ðxta, ztaÞ, and the
position coordinate after disturbance is ðxta′ , zta′ Þ. The impact
point coordinate of the corrected projectile is ðxc, zcÞ. Then,
the impact point deviation ΔE of the corrected projectile and
the trajectory deviation ΔP at moment ta can be expressed as
follows:

ΔE =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xc − xtarget
À Á2 + zc − ztarget

À Á2q
, ð12Þ

ΔP =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xta′ − xta

� �2
+ zta′ − zta
� �2

r
: ð13Þ

The trajectory correction effect of air duct structure pro-
jectile is affected by many factors. Under the corrected con-
figuration, the correction impulse is generated by the
oncoming airflow. According to Equations (1)–(3), the
impulse magnitude is determined by the jet velocity at the
exit port and the correction working time. However, the lat-
eral jet velocity is related to the start control time. Affected
by flight drag, the earlier the start control time, the faster
the projectile flies, the greater the lateral correction force
formed, and the stronger the correction ability. At the same
time, the trajectory correction effect needs to consider the
flight stability of the projectile. The number of corrections,
correction working time, and interval time between multiple
corrections affects the flight angle-of-attack of the projectile.

In this paper, the main correction parameters that affect
the trajectory correction effect in the design of the correction
control strategy are optimized. The start control time ta,

x
z

O

ε0

RT

RC

Corrected trajectory

Target

E

Uncontrolled trajectory

Standard
trajectory

Predicted impact point
Start control time

Figure 3: Schematic of the projectile correction process.

The projectile is loaded with target
location information and launched

Start

The data processing system obtains the
trajectory deviation from the trajectory model

Is the deviation within
the threshold?

End

No

Yes

The system updates the flight motion equation
and obtains the control command from algorithm

The false cap is unlocked

Is the start control
time reached?

Yes

No

Correction valve starts to work

Figure 4: The working process of the projectile’s control system.
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number of corrections n, single correction working time Δt,
and interval time ΔT between two adjacent correction
actions are selected as design variables. The objective func-
tion f is solved by substituting design variables into the flight
motion equation of the projectile. Calculating the set of cor-
rection parameter combinations (ta, Δt1, ΔT1, …, ΔTn−1, Δ
tn) that minimizes the objective function value is the optimal
trajectory correction strategy for the projectile.

3.2.2. Flight Constraints. The correction parameters must be
limited during the correction process of the air duct struc-
ture projectile to maintain a stable flight, control the correc-
tion accuracy, and improve the correction range. The
specific analysis is as follows.

(1) Amplitude of Angle-of-Attack Increment. If the angle-of-
attack caused by the correction action is too large during
the projectile correction, the projectile may become unstable.
Flight stability of the projectile during correction can be
ensured if the amplitude of the angle-of-attack increment
Δδ caused by each correction action does not exceed the lim-
ited allowable value Δδmax:

Δδ ≤ Δδmax: ð14Þ

(2) Correction Working Time and Interval Time. The appro-
priate range of the correction working time Δt can be calcu-
lated by limiting the change in the angle-of-attack caused by
each correction to a certain range. According to Equations
(4) and (5), the motion state of the projectile changes sud-
denly after the lateral correction action. The projectile
angle-of-attack increment Δδ produced by the correction
action can be calculated as follows:

Δδ =
Fp ⋅ Δt
mv

ffiffiffi
σ

p
����

���� + Fp ⋅ Δt ⋅ Lp
Iαv

ffiffiffi
σ

p
����

����, ð15Þ

where Lp is the axial distance between the center of the air jet
at the exit port and the mass center of the projectile, σ = 1
− kz/α2, and α = J _γ/ð2IvÞ. The projectile angle-of-attack
increment Δδmust be lower than the limited allowable value
Δδmax to maintain stable flight. The constraint can be
obtained by substituting Equations (1)–(3) and simplified
as follows:

Δt < Δδmax
Fp/mv

ffiffiffi
σ

p�� �� + Fp ⋅ Lp
À Á

/Iαv ffiffiffi
σ

p�� �� ≈
Δδmax

ρ ⋅ vair ⋅ Lp
À Á

/Iα ffiffiffi
σ

p
⋅ π/4ð Þd2�� �� :

ð16Þ

In this paper, the velocity loss of the airflow through the
interior of the projectile is not considered, i.e., vair ≈ v. When
the allowable value Δδmax is fixed, the velocity of the lateral
jet is inversely proportional to the correction working time.
In other words, the greater the air jet velocity, the less time
it takes for the correction action to form the same angle-
of-attack. When the projectile is in the design stage of the
correction strategy, the maximum flight velocity is at the
moment ta0. If the correction is performed at this moment,

the corresponding correction working time is minimal and
set to Δtmin.

When the single correction working time Δt is deter-
mined, the disturbance value Δδ caused by the correction
action on the projectile’s angle-of-attack can be calculated
via Equation (15). When the correction is paused, the
angle-of-attack increment tends to stabilize under the action
of the gyroscopic moment and equatorial damping moment.
The damping index λ is used for calculation. Assuming that
the first correction action is completed at time t1, the angle-
of-attack increment is continuously reduced due to damp-
ing. In the period ΔT between two adjacent correction
actions, the attenuation of the attack angle can be repre-
sented as follows:

b = Δδeλs t1ð Þ − Δδeλs t1+ΔTð Þ: ð17Þ

The interval between two adjacent correction actions
should ensure that the angle-of-attack increment has enough
attenuation time to maintain flight stability. When the
angle-of-attack increment decreases to less than 1/a of the
original increment, i.e., b > ða − 1ÞΔδ/a, the angle-of-attack
is stabilized. Then, subsequent corrections can be carried
out. Therefore, the interval time between two correction
actions is provided as follows:

ΔT > 1
λ
ln eλs t1ð Þ −

a − 1
a

� �
− t1 = ΔTmin: ð18Þ

(3) The Number of Corrections. Since the correction action
impacts the flight stability of the projectile, it is necessary
to limit the number of corrections n, which cannot be higher
than the maximum number of corrections. The number of
corrections n should satisfy the following inequality:

n < nmax =
ttotal − ta0

Δtmin + ΔTmin
, ð19Þ

where ttotal is the total flight time of the projectile.

(4) The Start Control Time. The earlier the correction start
control time, the higher the flight velocity and the greater
the correction force formed. The late start control time is
conducive to accumulating various errors in the system.
However, the correction ability of the projectile will be
reduced. At the same time, the angular velocity _γ of the pro-
jectile decreases with an increase in the flight time, which
directly affects the gyro stability of the spinning projectile.
Therefore, the start control time cannot be too late consider-
ing the correction ability and flight stability when the air
duct structure projectile is in the corrected state. By limiting
the minimum value of _γ, the projectile is required to correct
before the angular velocity decreases to _γmin. Then, the con-
straint on the start control time ta can be written as

ta0 ≤ ta ≤ ta max, ð20Þ
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where tamax is the corresponding time when the angular
velocity of the projectile changes to _γmin.

(5) The Correction Accuracy. The correction action requires
the projectile to achieve a certain correction accuracy. In
other words, the impact point deviation ΔE of the projectile
cannot be too large. The inequality constraint is as follows:

ΔE ≤ ΔEa0: ð21Þ

3.2.3. Control Strategy Optimization Model. To sum up, the
optimization model of the trajectory correction control
strategy of a new air duct structure projectile can be
expressed as follows:

min f ta, n, Δt, ΔTð Þ = k1 ⋅
n

nmax
+ k2 ⋅

ΔE
ΔEa0

+ k3 ⋅
ΔEa0
ΔP

s:t:gi xð Þ ≤ 0,

8><
>:

ð22Þ

where x is the decision vector and giðxÞ represents the
inequality constraints in the optimization model. The design
variables in the optimization model represented by Equation
(22) include both continuous and discrete integer variables.
In Chapter 4, we use the PSO-CS hybrid algorithm to opti-
mize the model and use the step-by-step optimization
method to design a specific calculation method.

4. Calculation Method of Correction Control
Strategy Model

4.1. PSO-CS Hybrid Algorithm

4.1.1. PSO Algorithm. PSO algorithm is a random intelligent
optimization algorithm proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy.
In this algorithm, each particle represents a single optimiza-
tion problem solution. Each particle is assumed to have two
characteristics: position and velocity; all particles form a
swarm. The particles comprehensively adjust their flight
velocities according to their experience and group knowl-
edge. Thus, they gradually approach the position of the opti-
mal swarm solution.

The PSO algorithm first randomly initializes the position
and velocity of particles in the solution space, calculates the
fitness values of the particles, and enters the iterative update
of the algorithm. Assume that the problem is solved in a D
-dimensional search space. The swarm consists of N parti-
cles, expressed as Swarm = fx1ðuÞ, x2ðuÞ,⋯, xN ðuÞg. Parame-
ter u represents the iteration counter. The position of the i
-th particle is denoted as Xi = ðxi1, xi2,⋯, xid ,⋯, xiDÞ, and
the corresponding velocity is denoted as Vi = ðvi1, vi2,⋯,
vid ,⋯, viDÞ, i = 1, 2,⋯,N . The individual optimal position
of the i-th particle is expressed as pi = ðpi1, pi2,⋯, pid ,⋯,
piDÞ. The optimal swarm position is expressed as pg = ðpg1,
pg2,⋯, pgd,⋯, pgDÞ. During the iteration, particle i updates

its position and velocity according to the following equation:

v u+1ð Þ
id = ω ⋅ v uð Þ

id + c1r1 p uð Þ
id − x uð Þ

id

� �
+ c2r2 p uð Þ

gd − x uð Þ
id

� �
,

x u+1ð Þ
id = x uð Þ

id + v u+1ð Þ
id ,

8<
:

ð23Þ

where ω is the inertia weight, c1 and c2 are the acceleration
factors, and r1 and r2 are random numbers between [0, 1].
The search velocity range of each particle is ½vmin, vmax�,
and the position range is ½xmin, xmax�. The algorithm updates
the particles through Equation (23) to complete the optimi-
zation calculation.

4.1.2. CS Algorithm. The CS is a new intelligent optimization
algorithm proposed by Yang and Deb [36, 37] and based on
the cuckoo randomly searching for the nest to lay eggs and
Lévy flights. It is based on three idealized rules:

(1) Each cuckoo lays one egg at a time and dumps its egg
in a randomly chosen nest

(2) The best nests with high-quality eggs (solutions) will
carry over to the next generations

(3) The number of available host’s nests is fixed, and the
egg laid by a cuckoo is discovered by the host bird
with a probability Pa (Pa ∈ ½0, 1�). The worst nests
are discovered and discarded from further
calculations

In the CS algorithm, N host nests are first randomly ini-
tialized in the solution space. It is assumed that the location
of the i-th nest in the D-dimensional search space is ei

ðuÞ.
The best solutions are retained by evaluating the fitness of
each nest. Then, the iterative process is started in a new nest
location.

The CS is based on the three rules mentioned above and
uses the following two methods to generate new solutions:

(1) The nest location is updated based on Lévy flights

e u+1ð Þ
i = e uð Þ

i + τ ⊕ Levy λð Þ, i = 1, 2,⋯,N , ð24Þ

where τ > 0 is the step size and the product ⊕ represents
entry-wise multiplications. The Lévy flights Levy ðλÞ essen-
tially provide a random walk

(2) The random number P is compared with the proba-
bility Pa. If P > Pa, the egg laid by a cuckoo is discov-
ered. Then, the updated formula of the new nest
location can be expressed as

e u+1ð Þ
i = e uð Þ

i + r e uð Þ
j − e uð Þ

i

� �
, ð25Þ

where r is a random number uniformly distributed in [0, 1]
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and ej
ðuÞ is a nest near ei

ðuÞ. Conversely, if the egg laid by a
cuckoo is not found, the nest location is not updated.

4.1.3. PSO-CS Hybrid Algorithm Calculation Process. The
PSO algorithm has a strong local search ability but is easily
affected by the value of the inertia weight ω. It can be seen
from Equation (23) that ω determines the change amplitude
of the current particle velocity. The larger ω, the larger the
search range of the solution. It can improve the global search
ability of the algorithm. The smaller ω, the smaller the
search range of the solution. It is easy to fall into local opti-
mum, which makes the swarm lose the ability to explore.
However, the CS algorithm uses Lévy flight. The random-
ness of Lévy flight makes the algorithm’s local search ability
poor. The CS algorithm focuses more on global exploration
and has a strong ability to jump out of local search [38].
Therefore, combining the two algorithms can compensate
for the shortcomings of their respective algorithms.

The entire calculation process of the PSO-CS hybrid
algorithm is depicted in Figure 5. The specific steps are as
follows:

(1) PSO initialization includes setting swarm size, itera-
tion times, and inertia weight. The position and
velocity of each particle are initialized

(2) The initial particle position is taken as the individual
optimal position pi of a particle. The fitness value of
each particle is calculated from the fitness function f ,
and it is taken as the individual optimal fitness f ibest
of the particle. The position corresponding to the
swarm optimal fitness f gbest is the global optimal
position pg

(3) The position and velocity of each particle are
updated according to Equation (23), and the fitness
of each particle is calculated

(4) The individual optimal position pi and the optimal
global position pg are updated for the current N par-
ticles. The current fitness of a particle is compared to
the previous optimal fitness. If the current fitness is
better, it is taken as the optimal fitness f ibest of the
particle, and the individual optimal position is
updated. At the same time, the optimal fitness
f gbest and optimal global position of the entire popu-
lation are updated by comparison

(5) The current global optimal position pg is reserved,
and the CS algorithm parameters are initialized.
The individual optimal position combination Pu =
ðp1, p2,⋯, pi,⋯, pNÞT of N particles is taken as the
initial position of the CS. Then, the search enters
the algorithm to continue iterative updates

(6) The location of the best nest of the previous genera-
tion is preserved. For other nests, Equation (24) is
employed to update the location and calculate the
fitness of each nest

(7) The operation that the host bird finds egg laid by a
cuckoo is performed. If the random number P is
greater than the probability Pa of being found by
the host bird, the nest location is updated via Equa-
tion (25). Compared with the location before the
update, the nest location pinew is replaced and
retained with better fitness. At the same time, the
global optimal location pgnew is updated

(8) Evaluate whether the iteration termination condi-
tions are met. If so, the global optimal position
pgnew is output, and the algorithm ends. Otherwise,
return to step (3) and replace pi and pg with new
individual optimal position pinew and global optimal
position pgnew. Then, bring them into the iteration
for calculation. In other words, the CS algorithm is
used to improve individual and global optimal posi-
tions, as well as to guide the PSO algorithm iteration
to quickly find the optimal solution

4.2. Calculation Method of Control Strategy Model Based on
Optimization Algorithm. In this paper, the PSO-CS hybrid
algorithm is used to calculate the correction control strategy
model of the air duct structure projectile and obtain optimal
correction working parameters. The specific calculation
method is designed as follows:

(1) The position vector of a particle is composed of the
start control time ta, number of corrections ni, single
correction working time Δtni, and interval time ΔTni.
The particle vector X can be written as

X =

ta

Δtn1

ΔTn2

⋮

ΔTni−1

Δtni

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
2ni×1

ð26Þ

(2) Before calculation, design variables are limited
according to constraints

According to the analysis of flight constraints in Sec-
tion 3.2.2, first, the limited allowable value Δδmax of the
angle-of-attack increment caused by each correction action
is set. The upper limit Δtni max of the single correction
working time and the lower limit ΔTni min of the correc-
tion interval time can be calculated by (16) and (18). Sec-
ondly, the allowable impact point deviation ΔEa0 of the
projectile is set to determine the design start moment ta0
for the correction control strategy. Then, the upper limit
nmax of the number of corrections can be calculated by
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(19). Finally, the angular velocity parameter _γmin of the
projectile is set, and the upper and lower limits of the start
control time can be determined by (20).

(3) In the correction control strategy model of the pro-
jectile, the optimization objective function is a linear
combination of the number of projectile corrections,
the amount of impact point deviation, and the
cumulative trajectory deviation corresponding to
the start control time. In this paper, we design the
calculation method of this objective function by
using the step-by-step optimization method. The
specific steps are as follows:

(a) The initial start control time t0 is used for calcu-
lation. The PSO algorithm is used to determine
the optimal number of corrections nk

First, the initial start control time is set to t0. The setting
value of t0 can be determined by multiple simulation exper-
iments and satisfies the inequality constraint (20). The range
of the projectile, the allowable impact point deviation, and
the interference intensity are different, the corresponding
initial start control time is different.

In order to improve the calculation efficiency and reduce
the amount of calculation, the same interval time is set for
multiple corrections, which is the minimum interval time
ΔTn1min required after the first correction action. Affected

by flight drag, the oncoming airflow velocity decreases with
the increase of flight time, and the minimum interval time
required for subsequent correction is less than ΔTn1min.
The projectile can fly stably under this setting conditions.

On this basis, the PSO algorithm is used for calculation.
Because various particle dimensions are generated by the
different number of corrections, nmax − 1 swarms can be
formed. Moreover, since different swarms use the same ini-
tial start control time in calculation, the corresponding tra-
jectory deviation ΔP at moment t0 is the same. Therefore,
for setting the three proportional factors k of the objective
function, set k3 = 0. In this case, the objective function of
the optimization calculation is

min f1 = k1 ⋅
n

nmax
+ k2 ⋅

ΔE
ΔEa0

: ð27Þ

In the calculation process, when the impact point devia-
tions of the projectile in different swarms are all within the
range of ΔEa0, in order to obtain the swarm of the particle
with the minimum number of corrections and the minimum
fitness of the objective function, k1 and k2 need to meet the
following formula:

k1 ⋅
ni − ni−1
nmax

> k2 ⋅
ΔEni

− ΔEni−1

ΔEa0
: ð28Þ

Figure 5: The calculation process of the PSO-CS hybrid algorithm.
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For each swarm, randomly generate the N particles, and
set the same iteration times. Update the position and veloc-
ity of each particle in the population according to Equation
(23). The corresponding design variables are substituted into
the projectile’s flight motion equation, and each particle’s fit-
ness is calculated by Equation (27).

The nmax − 1 swarms use the PSO algorithm and parallel
computing method under the same conditions to search for
the optimal particle in their respective swarms. By compar-
ing and selecting the swarm nk that contains the particle
with the least fitness, then the optimal number of corrections
is determined.

(b) The optimal number of corrections nk is used for
calculation. The PSO-CS algorithm is used to deter-
mine the optimal start control time ta

After determining the optimal number of corrections,
the PSO-CS algorithm is used to continue searching for the
optimal particle of the swarm nk. At this time, the start con-
trol time is not set, and the optimal particle is searched in the
full range. In the proportional factor setting of the objective
function, set k1 = 0. Then, the objective function of the opti-
mization calculation is

min f2 = k2 ⋅
ΔE
ΔEa0

+ k3 ⋅
ΔEa0
ΔP

: ð29Þ

Unlike the previous step, which selects an optimal posi-
tion among multiple populations, this step is calculated to
select the optimal position in the same population. When
the impact point deviation of the projectile is controlled
within the range of ΔEa0, in order to obtain the correction
scheme with the optimal start control time, k1 and k2 need
to meet the following formula:

k2 ⋅
ΔE
ΔEa0

< k3 ⋅
ΔEa0
ΔP

: ð30Þ

The particle with the least fitness can be calculated by the
algorithm. Then, the correction scheme with the optimal
start control time can be determined. The optimization pro-
cess is shown in Figure 6.

(4) According to the algorithm calculation steps in Sec-
tion 4.1.3, the global optimal position pgknew in the
swarm nk is finally output through iterative calcula-
tion, which can determine the optimal correction
scheme with small impact point deviation, the least
number of corrections, and the latest start control
time. In other words, the optimal start control time,
the number of corrections, the single correction
working time, and the interval time of the corrected
projectile in the current flight state are determined.
Then, the calculation ends

In this section, we design an optimal scheme calculation
method suitable for the trajectory correction control strategy

optimization model of the new air duct structure projectile
by using the PSO-CS hybrid algorithm.

The step-by-step optimization method is adopted.
Firstly, the PSO algorithm is used to determine the optimal
number of corrections. The entire population is divided into
several swarms according to the different number of correc-
tions within the model. Through the parallel calculation of
multiple swarms, the same initial start control time and cor-
rection interval time are set, and the optimal particle in mul-
tiple swarms is quickly found by using strong constraints.
The swarm containing the optimal particle with the least fit-
ness is selected among several swarms, and the optimal
number of corrections is determined.

Secondly, the PSO-CS algorithm is used to determine the
optimal start control time. The selected swarm continues to
be calculated by using PSO-CS algorithm, and the correction
scheme with the optimal start control time is determined.
This method can greatly reduce the amount of calculation
and improve the calculation efficiency. The CS algorithm is
introduced into the PSO algorithm, which balances local
and global search capabilities by using their respective
advantages. At the same time, the hybrid algorithm can
speed up convergence and improve algorithm accuracy.

5. Results and Discussion

In this paper, the 155mm spin-stabilized trajectory correc-
tion projectile with air duct structure is selected as the
research object. The flight trajectory model is simulated to
verify the validity of the control strategy optimization design
method for the projectile trajectory correction. The design
variables are introduced into the flight motion equation of
the projectile, and the calculation method of control strategy
model based on optimization algorithm in Section 4.2 is
used for calculation.

During calculation, the structural parameters of the air
duct structure projectile are set as follows: m = 45 kg and
Lp = 0:015m. The initial motion parameters of the projectile
are as follows: vx0 = 295m/s, vy0 = 295m/s, vz0 = 10m/s, x0
= 0m, y0 = 0m, z0 = 0m, θ0 = 45 ° , and _γ =200 r/s. The
wind velocity is Wx = −5m/s and Wz = 5m/s.

Figure 6: Schematic of an optimization process.
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In the constraints of this optimization model, it is first
necessary to set the limited allowable value Δδmax of the
amplitude of the angle-of-attack increment. The size of this
value can be adjusted according to the flight state of the pro-
jectile before the correction. Considering that manufacturing
errors or other factors may lead to a large angle-of-attack
caused by correction action, Δδmax is set to 8° [15, 21]. At
the same time, the allowable impact point deviation ΔEa0
of the projectile is set to 10m.

The flight trajectory of the projectile under different con-
ditions can be obtained through simulation, as shown in
Figure 7. Among them, the projectile’s trajectory in the
uncontrolled state and without wind disturbance represents
the standard flight trajectory, as shown by the blue curve
in the figure. Set the impact point position of this trajectory
as the target position, ðxtarget, ztargetÞ = ð9945:40, 312:14Þ.
The flight-disturbed trajectory of the projectile can be simu-
lated according to the current disturbance conditions, as
shown by the red curve in the figure.

Figure 8 simulates the change curve of the projectile
angular velocity _γ and flight velocity vOξ of the projectile axis
direction under the disturbance condition. The calculated
total flight time is 50.30 s. When the trajectory deviation Δ
Ea0 = 10m corresponds to the moment ta0 = 10:25 s, the
flight velocity of the projectile is vOξa0 = 251:56m/s. It is
assumed that the projectile must be corrected when the
angular velocity is reduced to 30 r/s. It can be calculated that
the constraint of the start control time ta is 10:25 s ≤ ta ≤
36:26 s. The aerodynamic parameters at the moment ta0
are introduced into (16) and (18). Among them, I = 0:6, α
= 0:048, σ = 1:01, and λ = −0:0046. It is assumed that a =
10 in (18), and Δtmin = 0:39 s and ΔTmin = 2:16 s can be
obtained through calculation. Then, based on (19), the con-
straint can be calculated to obtain the number of corrections
n as n < nmax = 15:28 ≈ 15.

The swarm size in the PSO-CS algorithm is N = 20, and
the acceleration factors are c1 = c2 = 1:8. The corresponding
number of nests is 20, τ = 1:5, Pa = 0:25, and the number
of iterations is set to 100.

Using the calculation process in Section 4.2, the PSO
algorithm is first used to calculate different small popula-
tions (nmax − 1 = 14) under the same calculation conditions.
It is assumed that the initial start control time t0 is 19 s.
The correction interval times are the same for each group
and satisfy the inequality constraint. Set k1 = 0:7 and k2 =
0:3. The values of the proportional factors satisfy (28). Then,
the minimum fitness of the objective function f1 is calculated
by Equation (27).

The calculation results for the different swarms are
shown in Table 1. The population of the particle with the
minimum fitness is ni = 7, i.e., the optimal number of correc-
tions of the projectile is 7. When ni = 13 and 14, the required
time is higher than the flight time. Therefore, it is not
calculated.

Secondly, the PSO-CS algorithm is used to continue cal-
culating the population of ni = 7. The start control time is
not set, and the optimal particle is searched in the full range.
Set k2 = 0:3 and k3 = 0:7. The values of the proportional fac-
tors satisfy (30). Then, the minimum fitness of the objective
function f2 is calculated by Equation (29).

The curves in Figure 9 represent the changing trend of
the fitness of the objective function in the iteration process
when ni = 7 population is calculated using the traditional
PSO algorithm, the CS algorithm, and the PSO-CS algo-
rithm. It can be seen that the minimum fitness values calcu-
lated by the PSO and CS algorithms are about 0.29 and 0.27,
respectively. The minimum fitness calculated by the PSO-CS
algorithm is 0.18. Table 2 compares the optimal results cal-
culated by using three different algorithms.

Through comparison, it can be seen that the PSO algo-
rithm calculation is easy to fall into local optimum, and
the search ability in the later stage of iteration is poor. The
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Figure 7: Trajectory comparison of the projectile with or without
disturbance.
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CS algorithm has strong global search ability, and it is not
easy to fall into local optimum during calculation, but the
convergence speed is slow. Under the same calculation con-
ditions, the fitness calculated by PSO-CS algorithm is better,
and the start control time is the latest. This is because the
PSO-CS algorithm retains the advantages of their respective
algorithms.

The PSO-CS algorithm first uses the PSO algorithm to
update the particles of each generation and then substitutes
the optimal particle position into the CS algorithm to con-
tinue updating. The particle is updated and calculated once
by the CS algorithm based on the calculation of the PSO
algorithm. This can guide the PSO and CS algorithms to
quickly find the optimal solution, and the optimization abil-
ity of the single algorithm is improved. Therefore, the

Table 1: Calculation results of different swarms.

Number of corrections Fitness ΔE (m) Number of corrections Fitness ΔE (m) Number of corrections Fitness ΔE (m)

3 2.29 71.92 7 0.46 5.24 11 0.60 3.48

4 1.66 49.25 8 0.51 5.15 12 0.65 3.67

5 1.12 29.75 9 0.53 4.34 13 —— ——

6 0.67 13.52 10 0.57 4.19 14 —— ——
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Figure 9: Comparison of the calculation results between PSO, CS,
and PSO-CS algorithms.

Table 2: The optimal results calculated by three different
algorithms.

ni = 7 Optimal start control time ta (s) ΔE (m) Fitness

PSO 21.15 3.49 0.29

CS 23.59 4.30 0.27

PSO-CS 24.58 5.03 0.18
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Figure 10: A schematic diagram of projectile optimal correction
working parameters.

Table 3: The correction working parameters in the scheme.

Order
number

Working
time (s)

Interval
time (s)

Order
number

Working
time (s)

Interval
time (s)

1 0.631 2.160 5 0.793 2.163

2 0.667 2.164 6 0.845 2.162

3 0.705 2.162 7 0.905 ——

4 0.747 2.162
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Figure 11: The trajectory curves of the projectile under three
different conditions.
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accuracy of the PSO-CS hybrid algorithm is significantly
better than their respective algorithms.

At the same time, the PSO-CS algorithm is superior to
their respective algorithms in terms of iterative convergence
speed. The fitness remains stable once the iteration time
reaches 42, indicating that the particles have reached the
optimal global position. The PSO-CS algorithm can effec-
tively improve the search ability and accelerate the conver-
gence speed of the algorithm.

Figure 10 represents a schematic diagram of the projec-
tile’s optimal correction working parameters calculated by
the PSO-CS algorithm. The green area indicates the correc-
tion impulse. Since the correction force Fp is proportional
to vOξ, the correction force decreases with an increase in
the flight time. Since the limited allowable value Δδmax of
the angle-of-attack increment is fixed, the single correction
working time increases with a decrease in the correction
force. At the same time, there is a certain interval time
between the start control time ta = 24:58 s calculated by the
algorithm and the design start time ta0 = 10:25 s for the cor-
rection strategy, which is conducive to error accumulation.
The specific parameter values of the working time and inter-
val time of each correction action are shown in Table 3.

The flight trajectory curve of the projectile using this
control strategy is simulated using the above calculated opti-
mal correction working parameters combined with the flight
motion equation, as shown in the green curve in Figure 11.

Figure 12 shows the comparison of the trajectory curve
of the projectile in the x, y, and z directions under three dif-
ferent conditions. Compared with the standard flight trajec-
tory, the impact point deviation of the disturbed projectile in
the x direction is 127.62m, the deviation in the z direction is
94.61m, and the total deviation is 158.86m. Under the cor-
rection action, the impact point deviation in the x direction
is reduced to 4.23m. The impact point deviation in the z

direction is reduced to 2.72m, and the total deviation from
the target is less than 10m, indicating that this control strat-
egy can effectively correct the impact point deviation of the
projectile.

The optimal correction working parameters calculated
by the algorithm are used to simulate the amplitude curve
of the flight angle-of-attack increment of the projectile
caused by the correction action, as shown in Figure 13.
The amplitude of the angle-of-attack increment is stable,
and the maximum value does not exceed the set limited
allowable value Δδmax. Furthermore, the optimal correction
work strategy can guide the projectile to correct the trajec-
tory and make the projectile flight stable.
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Figure 12: Comparison of trajectory curves in different directions.
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Finally, the impact point dispersion cases of the projec-
tile in the uncontrolled and controlled states are analyzed
under the influence of different random disturbances. Ran-
dom disturbance factors that cause the impact point disper-
sion of the projectile are mainly the interference brought by
the launching process and wind influence. The disturbance
of the launching process is reflected in the influence on the
projectile’s initial velocity. The above trajectory model is
continued to be used and calculated. The relative error rate
of the set initial velocity is 0.005, and the wind velocity is
within the range of 5m/s. Random disturbance factors all
obey the normal distribution.

The impact point dispersion cases of the projectile in
uncontrolled and controlled states are obtained by 100
Monte Carlo simulations, as shown in Figure 14. The air
duct structure projectile is disturbed by the initial velocity
error and wind velocity under uncontrolled conditions,
and the impact point dispersion is large. The circular error
probable (CEP) is obtained as 42.3m, while the deviations
between all uncontrolled impact points and the target are
large. The impact point dispersion is significantly reduced
when the projectile is corrected using this correction control
strategy. The CEP under controlled conditions is 4.6m, all
controlled impact points have a small deviation from the tar-
get, and the impact point accuracy of the projectile is
improved.

In this paper, the mathematical model of the projectile is
established by analyzing the correction principle of the new
air duct structure projectile. The effect of the correction
action on the projectile is expressed in mathematical form.
Then, based on the flight motion equation and dynamic
equation of the projectile, the optimization method of pro-
jectile trajectory correction control strategy based on the
PSO-CS hybrid algorithm is designed by using the multiob-
jective optimization method. The correction control strategy
calculated in this way can effectively reduce the impact point

deviation and impact point dispersion while making the pro-
jectile flight stable. And the projectile has a good correction
effect.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, aiming at the trajectory correction control
problem of a new air duct structure projectile, the control
strategy of the correction mechanism was studied, and a
design method of the optimal trajectory correction control
strategy based on the PSO-CS hybrid algorithm was pro-
posed. The contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(1) The mathematical model of the new air duct struc-
ture projectile was established by analyzing the cor-
rection principle. The correction control variables,
such as the start control time, the number of correc-
tions, the correction working time, and the interval
time, were determined to establish the trajectory cor-
rection control strategy optimization model suitable
for this type of projectile. Then, the control strategy
optimization model’s calculation method was
designed using the PSO-CS hybrid algorithm

(2) The control strategy optimization model of the pro-
jectile was simulated and calculated using the PSO-
CS hybrid algorithm. Then, the correction strategy
in the current flight state was determined, and a set
of optimal correction working parameters was
obtained. Compared with the traditional PSO and
CS algorithms, the PSO-CS hybrid algorithm is char-
acterized by higher calculation accuracy, and the
correction control strategy calculated via the PSO-
CS hybrid algorithm is better. The trajectory curves
of the projectile under three different conditions
were simulated by solving the flight motion equa-
tion. Through comparison, it can be seen that the
impact point deviation caused by a disturbance can
be effectively reduced using the proposed control
strategy to correct the projectile. The impact point
deviation was reduced from 158.86m to within 10m

At the same time, the calculated start control time was
later than the design start moment for the correction strat-
egy, which accumulates errors, increases the correction
range, and makes full use of the correction ability while
ensuring the correction accuracy. The amplitude curve of
the projectile flight angle-of-attack increment was simulated
using the calculated correction working parameters. The
amplitude of the angle-of-attack increment was stable, and
the maximum value did not exceed the set limited allowable
range. The control strategy can make the projectile flight
stable.

(3) The Monte Carlo method was used to simulate dis-
persion cases of the projectile impact point in
uncontrolled and controlled states. Compared with
the impact point dispersion under uncontrolled con-
ditions, the impact point dispersion after the
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Figure 14: The impact point dispersion cases of the projectile in
uncontrolled and controlled states.
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projectile was corrected by the proposed correction
control strategy was significantly reduced. The CEP
is reduced from 42.3m to 4.6m, and the impact
point accuracy of the controlled projectile was
improved. The validity of the optimization design
method of control strategy proposed in this paper
for trajectory correction of the projectile was verified
by simulating the impact point case of the controlled
projectile under different random disturbances for
many times

In this paper, we used the step-by-step optimization
method to calculate the projectile correction control strategy
optimization model. When solving a function with multiple
optimization goals, the optimal number of corrections was
determined by setting the initial start control time and calcu-
lating the other optimization goals. Then, according to the
determined optimal number of corrections, the optimal start
control time was calculated. This calculation method has
certain limitations. The setting of the initial start control
time may have an impact on determining the optimal cor-
rection scheme.

In future research work, we will investigate the optimal
design method for the initial start control time of the projec-
tile under different flight conditions to reduce the impact on
determining the optimal correction scheme. At the same
time, in order to reduce the calculation time of the trajectory
correction control strategy optimization model, we will
improve the specific calculation method of the PSO-CS
hybrid algorithm currently used.
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